George McAlpin.
An amateur pigeon shot, who stands high in his class.

A comparatively new man in New York pigeon shooting circles is Geo. P. McAlpin. He is a native of Savannah, Ga., and is one of the best shots of this country. In four matches with Dr. Wiliamson, a noted pigeon shot of Milwaukee, he made three of four, losing the one match by the score of 91 to 86 out of 100 birds. In three four matches he killed 216 out of 216 birds with 25 birds straight in a match with J. Cur- drick and tied against the world's fastest pigeon shot at Hot Springs, in 1897. Killing 23 out of 25, with one bird just out, the line.

GEORGE MCALPIN.

fact. The Du Pont tournament at Scott Park, New York, had a $10,000 purse, and there were some of the finest pigeons shot in the history of the sport. The best pigeon shot at the day was Geo. P. McAlpin, who won first place in the championship pigeon contest last year by winning the championship event against a field of nearly 100 pigeons and tied Chas. Grimm on 20 straight, defeating many of the best pigeons in the country. In the E.
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